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This unit is divided into two parts. The first part covers the first in a
series of ten units on the Caterpillar diesel engine. The second part is
a brief discussion on rear end suspension of vehicles.

I -- MAINTAINING THE AIR SYSTEM
off

CATERPILLAR DIESEL

ENGINE

This is the first in a series of ten class units covering the Caterpillar
engine. As in previous units on coverage of diesel engines, (GM and
Cummins), these units are designed to improve the diesel mechanic's
knowledge so he can better understand his job and do it better.
Coverage of the Caterpillar engine, hereafter referred to as "CAT", begins
with one of the four flows -air induction and exhaust system,

SECTION A

AIR INDUCTION AND EXHAUST SYSTEM

11

Operation

-- Basically, all diesel engine air systems are similar and

Cat engines are no exception. The air system serves to: clean the air,
furnish adequate air needed for combustion, furnish additional air for
scavenging (two cycle engines), and furnish air for turbocharged engines.
Cat engines are a the four cycle type similar to the Cummins engine,
with the exception that most Cat engines are equipped with a turbocharger.
These engines have two intake and two exhaust valves for each cylinder and
have the conventional inlet and exhaust manifolds.
Air Flow

Before getting involved with each.component of the Cat air
system, let's trace the air through a typical Cat turbocharged system by
looking at Figure 1. After we have seen what route the air follows,
discuss each component separately,
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Allt INDUCTION AHD EXHAUST SYSTEM (SCHEMATIC)

1-Aftercooler. 2-Water lines. 3-1nlet manifold. 4-Turbocharger impeller. 5-Exhaust mani-

fold. 6-Air pressure ratio control regulator. 7-Line (inlet manifold prelim.). 8-Line
(impeller inlet pressure). 9-Bypass valve. 10-Turbocharger turbine. 11-Exhaust bypass'
tube.

Turbocharged engine air system.

As the engine starts, the flow of exhaust gases from the exhaust ManifOld
(5), (Figure 1), is directed to the turbine wheel. (10) in the turbodharger.
The exhaust bypass valve (9) is closed at this time: Energy contained in
the exhaust gases drives the turbine wheel as the gases pass through the
blades and out the exhaust system. Since the turbocharger impeller (4)
is' also
i13 mounted on the same shaft as the turbine wheel, the
forced to rotate. The impeller draws air (suction) in through its center
and expelS it around the casing or volute, resulting in a preSSUre rise in
the inlet manifold.

AM 1-21

As more fuel is added to the air fuel mixture, more energy is passed on
to the exhaust gases. The turbine wheel speed. is increased and the
impeller speed is increased the same amount (common shaft). This forces
more air into the cylinders. When the load is reduced, or engine speed is
changed from high rpm to a lower rpm,. the exhaust gas energy is reduced,
and less air pasies through the impeller.
.

A water-cooled heat exchanger, or.after -cooler -(1):is similarto..the- one
we discussed on .a Cummins engine and. it. performs the same function.
On the Cat it is installed between the compressOr (impeller) and.the air
inlet manifold. Since the air later .being compressed by- the impeller) is
rasied inlemperature, the heat exchanger (after-cooler) serves to reduce
the air temperature, makes :the air 'more dense .and. enables more. pounds
:of. air to.be packed.into the engine cylinders. By. the same token, the
reverse is true in extreme cold weather;. then heated water running through
the exchanger from the engine's cooling system .serves to .heat up the air.
In extreme cold weather, there is a.little different situation. Remember
in Unit AM 1-14, we said that cold weather. tendsto .increase the density
of air. Actually. the nitrogen content is decreased, leaving.more.oxygen
!oer cubic volume..of air. This .condition often creates engine problems,
(over-combustion). Steps often have to be taken to counteract. this situation
and. to prevent burning the engine up.
So far we have discussed only an uninterrupted flow of exhaust gases

through the turbocharger. A pressure ratio control system is 'utilized to
control the flow of exhaust gases through the turbine wheel. This is
accomplished by (6) the air pressure ratio control regulator which maintains the turbocharger speed at the desired level.
Pressure Ratio Control. System -- The pressure ratio control system uses
a pneumatically operated pressure ratio control regulator. For location
of this component, see Figure 2 (2), fora cutaway view, see Figure 3,
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PRESSURE RATIO CONTROL SYSTEM

1-Turbocharger turbine. 2-Pressure ratio regulator. 3-By-

pass tube. 4-Bypass valve housing. 5-Exhaust elbow.
Fig. 2

Pressure ratio control system.
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PRESSURE RATIO REGULATOR OPERATION
(BYPASS VALVE CLOSED)

6-From exhaust manifold. 7-Bypass valve. 8-Pressure line

connection (turbocharger compressor inlet). 9-Exhaust
gases. 10-Pressure line connection (turbocharger compressor outlet).
Fig. 3

Pressure ratio regulate,,. (valve closed).

AM 1-21

This regulator is used to maintain the desired ratio between the turbocharger inlet air pressure (8) Figure 3. and turbocharger compressor
outlet pressure, (10) Figure 3 throughout the normal operating range of
the engine. This control maintains the 'ratio by limiting the volume of
exhaust gases passing through the turbine, which in turn controls the
impeller speed. To slow down the turbine, exhaust gases bypass the
turbine and are directed out the exhaust bypass tube (3) Figure 2 to the
exhaust elbow (5) Figure 2.
.

With the bypass valve (7) Figure 3 CLOSED, all the exhaust gases (9)
Figure 3, are directed through the turbine (1) Figure 2, and the speed of
the turbocharger will increase, causing the air pressure 'to increase in
the regulator passages (dark colored area), Figure 3 and inlet manifold.
This condition occurs upon initial starting or when there is an abrupt
change from .a slight or no load conditior, to a load condition.

When the pressure ratio (impeller outlet pressure), (10) Figure 3 to inlet
pressure (8) Figure 3 reaches the predetermined maximum, the diaphragm
(B) Figure 4 moves to the left,pushing the poppet valve (13) Figure 4 off
its seat. Opening the poppet valve causes .pressure in cavity. (A) Figure 4
to drop to turbocharger inlet line pressure. Since the pressure in cavity
(A) Figure 4 is now lower than pressure behind diaphragm (C) Figure 4,
the bypass valves OPENS and a portion of the exhaust gas bypasses the
turbine (1) Figure 2.
With a portion of the gas bypassing the turbine, the turbine tends to slow
down and to stabilize, holding the desired maximum pressure ratio. As
the load on the engine decreases, the volume of gas decreases,causing the
turbine to slow down, thus decreafiing the output pressure (10) Figure 4
and allowing the poppet valve.. (13) Figure 4 to close. When the poppet
valve closes, the pressure in cavity (A.), Figure 4 equalizes with outlet
pressure (10) Figure 4 through the orifice (12) Figure 4, allowing the
spring to close bypass valve (7) Figure 4.
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PRESSURE RATIO REGULATOIFOPERATION(BYPASS VALVE OPEN)

6-From exhaust manifold. 8-Pressure line (turbocharger
compressor islet). 10-Pressure line (turbocharger compressor outlet). 11-To exhaust piping. 12-Orifice. 130Ppet valve. A-Cavity. B-Diaphragm. C-Diaphragm.
Fitt.

4,

INLET MAINFOLD

Pressure ratio regulator. (valve open).

-- The inlet manifold is located on the left side of the

engine (facing the front). The manifold is connected at each inlet port by
a three-bolt flange.

The Cat engine is unique compared to the GM or Cummins engine in that,
the Cat has a built-in starting aid. A tube (exhaust) from the two cylinder
gasoline starting engine runs the entire length of the intake manifold for
the diesel engine, see (2) Figure 5. These hot gases preheat the air in the
intake manifold, (1) Figure 5.

A bellows is incorporated in the center of the tube assembly to permit
expansion. Each end of the tube assembly is sealed with a bushing and
retainers to minimize the possibility of starting engine exhaust gases, dust
or dirt entering the diesel engine through the inlet manifold.
Gaskets form seals for the starting engine exhaust elbow connection to the
manifold, between the two sections of the manifold, and for the starting
engine exhaust pipe at the front of the manifold. 0-ring seals are located
in the joints of the inlet pipe between the turbocharger and the inlet manifold.

AM 1-21.
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DIESEL ENGINE INLET MANIFOLD

1-Diesel engine inlet air. 2-Starting engine
exhaust gases.

Fig. 5

EXHAUST MANIFOLD

Diesel engine inlet manifold.

-- The exhaust manifold is located on the left side

of the engine (facing the front). The manifold is constructed in two

sections. The front section fits into the rear section and the joint is
sealed by rings. The rear section has a pad for mounting the turbocharger
and also a mounting support for the exhaust pipe.
Air Cleaner -- Much has been said about air cleaners in past units. Cat
engines use basically the same types as do GM and Cummins engines.

There is one air cleaner on the market that we haven't mentioned, however, that is rapidly becoming more widely used than the conventional
type. This is the FARR square type air cleaner that has replaceable
pleated paper type filter elements. A unique and very effective characteristic of this air cleaner is the aspirator attachment that is optional
equipment on the two stage model.

Figure 6 shows the flow of air through this filter. As air enters the precleaner panel at a fast pace, it is swirled rapidly by the fins located in
the face of the pre-cleaner. This spinning of the air by centrifugal force
removes 90 percent of the dust particles down to 5 to 10 micron size,
leaving all particles below that size to be removed by the paper filters.

AM 1-21.

PRE-CLEANER PANEL

TO

ENGINE

MR

INTAKE

METAL FLEX HOSE
EXHAUST FROM
ENGINE

411 Air enters pre-cleaner panel and is spun to remove
90% of dust particles.

0 The separated dust is drawn into the dust bin
and is discharged through the aspirator.

Pre-cleaned air now enters second stage.

Fig,. 6

FARR air cleaner.

The dust particles removed by spinning drop into a dust bin where they are
removed through the metal flex hose into the aspirator and out the exhaust.
The reason the dust particles are drawn from the dust bin is becai:le of
the slight vacuum that is created from the flow of exhaust gases from the
engine? This is called a "venturi" and it works on the same principle as
a carburetor in a gasoline engine. Another example of the venturi
principle is that of using a glass jar full of insecticide solution which has
a garden hose adapter with an orifice. The water rushing over the orifice
pulls a precise amount of solution from the jar, depending on the diameter
of the tube, and the two liquids mix and expel from the nozzle; see
Figure 7.
Another type of dry air cleaner commonly seen on Cat equipment is the
horizontally, mounted type with a pre-cleaner. Figure 8 shows this type
of cleaner. The primary element (1) Figure 8, can be removed and cleaned
with air pressure, or by washing. NOTE: Use proper washing procedures

AM 1-21
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glass
jar
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spraying
solution
AIR CLEANER

1-Primary element. 2-Precleaner. 3-Secondary element.

Fig. 7

Venturi principle.

Fig. 8

Air cleaner.

as recommended by the service manual. A secondary element (3) Figure 8,
is provided in case of a rupture in the primary element. The secondary
element should be removed and cleaned periodically in accordance with
proper servicing instructions. A full view pre-cleaner (2) Figure 8, is
mounted on the extension of the filter body assembly.
Air Flow

-- Figure 9 shows the flow of air through this cleaner; let's

trace it.
During operation, air from the pre-cleaner flows around the outside and
through the elements to the center of the air cleaner, and from there to
the inlet manifold. Air is prevented from bypassing the primary element
by a seal (4) Figure 9 which is bonded to the end of the primary element.
Steel plates (5) Figure 9 cover and seal one end of each element. Gaskets
(6) Figure 9 between the secondary element, body assembly and air transfer
pipe, prevent unfiltered air from being drawn into the engine at these points.
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Another attachment for dry type

air cleaners is the sneezer.
This is a rubber tube which has
a small opening and acts as a
valve to let water and dust escape
from the bottom reservoir of the
cleaner. Even though the dust
pan is normally under a slight
vacuum, the pulsations and
vibrations open and close
this valve, expelling dust and
water. In some cases, this
attachme at eliminates the
daily chore of dust cup
servicing.
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AIR CLEANER AIR FLOW

4-SeaL 5-Plates. 6-Gasket&

Fig. 9

Air cleaner, air flow.

NOTE: Before moving on to the turbocharger, it should be mentioned that
Cat engines use all solid piping for intake hoses, no flexible hoses or
clamps.
TURBOCHARGER

-- The Cat turbocharger is identical in operation to the

GM and Cummins types. There is no need to repeat its principle of
operation or construction. Its designed and used for one purpose, and
that is to increase the engine's output by forcing additional air into the
combustion chamber over and above the air that normally enters the engine
due to atmospheric pressure.
Altitude Operation -- The maximum turbocharger speed is determined by

the rack setting, the high idle speed setting (to be discussed later), the
pressure ratio control setting,on engines so equipped, and the altitude at
which the engine is operated. The rack setting has been set to permit the
engine to be operated at the altitude given on the warning plate on the
instrument panel or valve cover. The high idle speed setting is not the

- 10 -
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same for all altitudes. If the high idle speed or the rack setting is greater
than specified for the altitude at which the engine is operated, serious
damage to 'engine or turbocharger parts may result.
The' maximum altitude at which the engine can be operated is .specified on
the altitude warning plate located on the valve cover or instrument panel.
The governor housing and turbocharger are sealed to prevent serious
engine damage, or personal injury, due to operation of the engine with
incorrect settings or turbocharger nozzle. Changes to the turbocharger
rack setting, or high idle speed should be made only by authorized
personnel.

The engine can be operated at a lower altitude than specified on the warning
plate without danger of engine damage, but with slightly less than maximum
performance. When operated at a higher altitude, the rack setting and
high idle speed setting must be changed only by authorized personnel.
After making any changes, the new altitude limit should be stamped on the
altitude warning plate.

Also, the new high idle, full load speed, and rack setting should be stamped
on the governor warning plate. Reseal the governor housing for continued
protection.
PRIORITY VALVE

-- It is not the intention of this unit to get into the Cat

lubrication system. However, since this particular valve involves the
turbocharger we will cover it briefly. Cat engines equipped with turbochargers have what is called a priority valve. The purpose of this valve
is to restrict lubricating oil from getting to any part of the engine until the
turbocharger bearings have been supplied. Once this is done, the valve
opens and oil is circulated as usual. This is a safety feature that Cat has,
to protect the turbocharger from damage through lack of lubrication.
More will be said about this valve in the lubrication unit.

AM 1-21
SECTION B

Conventional Type

--

VALVE MECHANISM

-- This Cat engine, found on the well known D-8 tractor,

is very similar to the Cummins and GM diesel engine as far as the cam-

shaft, push rods, rocker arms, etc. are concerned. There is no need to
repeat the principles of operation or construction of this mechanism
again. All three engines' valve mechanisms admit inlet air and release
exhaust gases at precisely timed intervals during engine operation(except
the two cycle GM engine).

The Cat valve mechanism for this engine is shown in Figure 10. You
notice in the figure that something new is included, a VALVE ROTATOR,
which is not present on the other two engines. Before covering the valve
rotor, let's talk about the A and B series Cat engine.
3 gm,

The series A and B Cat engine is
unique, as is shown in Figure 11.
Valve Operation (Series A and B)Twg inlet and two exhaust valves
are used for each cylinder, with
seats consisting of hardened
steel inserts (14) Figure 11,
driven into the cylinder. head.
The valves are operated directly
by the cam lobes on the dual
overhead camshafts (4) Figure 11:
The cam followers (6) Figure 11
iollow the cam lobes and transmit
this.movement directly to the
valves which are held closely by

the springs (8) Figure 11: The
valves move in replaceable
guides (11) Figure 11 which are
pressed into the head.

ea.

11

12

13

VALVES AND VALVE MECHANISM

I-Push rod. 2-Rocker arm. 3-Sleeve. 4-Retainer. 5-Inner
spring. 6-Outer spring. 7-Rotator. 8-Valve stem bushing.
fl-Valve lifter guide. 10-hisert,
12-Valve. 13-Vahre lifter.

Fig. 10

Conventional CAT engine.

- 12 4.1.11M0-1210,011.0.
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To release compression for starting purposes, one inlet valve per cylinder
is held open. This is accomplished by the compression release shaft (1)
Figure 11 acting against the rocker arm (3) Figure 11, which in turn
actuates the inlet valve (13) Figure 11. In the RUN position, the release
shaft is rotated so that no interference occurs.
The compression release mechanism is adjusted by turning the adjusting
screw (2) Figure 11. The valve clearance is adjusted by a Phillips head
screwdriver inserted into the cam follower, see Figure 12, to engage the
gear (7) Figure 11 on the adjusting mechanism.
The valve adjusting mechanism back (5) Figure 11 retains the adjusting
mechanism to prevent change during operation.

4
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11
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ri
VALVE MECHANISM

(Inlet Valve)
1-Compression release shaft. 2-Adjusting screw. 3-Compression release rocker arm. 4-Camshaft. 5-Valve adjusting mechanism lock. 6-Cam follower. 7-Gear on adjust-

VALVE ADJUSTMENT

ing mechanism. 8-llseper. 9-Spring retainer. 10-Valve

1-Camshaft. 2-Screwdriver. 3-Thickness gauge.
4-Cam follower.

spring. 11-Valve guide. 12-Valve rotator. 13-Valve.
14-Valve seat insert.

Fig. 11

Series A and B Cat

agaz1.2

engine.

- 13 -

Valve adjustment.
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Valve Rotator -- The valve rotator (8) Figure 11 is common to all Cat
engines. This mechanism rotates the valves approximately 3° each time
the valve is opened. It consists of a valve spring seating collar, see (14)
Figure 13, spring washer (13) Figure 13, retainer body (15) Figure 13 and
five steel balls (16) Figure 13.

As the valves are pushed off their seats, the valve springs are compressed,
which, in turn, exerts, a force against the valve spring seating collar and
this, in turn, compresses the spring washer. The retainer body contains
five steel balls which are held on the, high end of an incline by springs.

As the spring washer is compressed, the steel balls are forced down the
incline, thus rotating the spring washer, the valve spring seating collar,
the valve springs and the valve, As the valve closes, the tension is
released from the spring washer so that it no longer contacts the steel
balls. Therefore, the travel of the balls back to their original position
has no rotating effect on the valves. To determine whether a valve
rotator is operating, observe the serrations on the top of the valve spring
retainer. If the serrations do not rotate during operation, replace the
valve rotator as a unit.
Camshaft Assembly (A and B
Series Engines) -- As

mentioned earlier, there are
two camshafts side by side on
this series of engines, see
Figure 14. The exhaust camshaft is connected to the camshaft drive gear by 'the cam
drive shaft. The inlet camshaft is driven by the exhaust
camshaft through phasing gears
located at the front of the
camshaft assembly; see
Figure 15.

VALVE ROTATOR

13-Spring washer. 14-Spring seating collar. 15-Retainer
body. 16-Steel ball.

Fig. 13
- 14 -

Valve rotator.
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PREPARING TO DISASSEMBLE CAMSHAFT IISSEMBLY

1-Thrust plate. 2-Compression release positioning as-

sembly. 3-Compression release shaft. 4-Compression re.
lease rocker arms (four). 5-Camshaft bearing oil supply
line. 6-Camshaft bearing block. 7- Camshaft bearing.

11.821.4

Dual camshaft arrangemerii.

SECTION C

--

CAMSHAFT PHASING GEARS

1-Timing marks.

Fig. 15

Camshaft phasing gear.

TROUBLESHOOTING THE AIR SYSTEM

Turbocharger Bearings -- A quick check of bearing condition can be made
without disassembling the turbocharger. This can be done by inspecting
the compressor impeller, turbine wheel and housings. If there is no
indication of either the impeller or turbine rubbing the housing, the
bearing clearances are generally satisfactory.
A more reliable check of bearing condition can be made only when the
turbocharger is disassembled and the bearings, shaft journal and housing
bore diameter can actually be measured. See the maintenance manual
for this procedure.

NOTE: While the turbocharger is disassembled, carefully check the
back surfaces of the compressor impeller and turbine wheel for signs of
contact with the housing. Contact in these areas would indicate worn
thrust ring or washers.

- 15 -
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Turbocharger Shaft End Clearance -- A dial indicator is needed to check
shaft end clearance. It can be measured either on the engine, or off the
engine. If the permissible clearance is exceedek, the turbocharger
should be reconditioned. See the maintenance manual for turbocharger
shaft end clearance specifications.

NOTE: Before disassembling the turbocharger, mark the positions of
the compressor housing and turbine housing relative to the main housing.
This assures correct positioning of the compressor air outlet and oil
connections during the assembly.
Pressure Ratio Control System -- There are a number of checks that can
be made on the Cat engine before it is necessary to remove and test the
pressure ratio control system. Be sure to check the maintenance manual
for proper testing of this equipment.
If the engine lacks power and smokes when lugged, the pressure ratio
control valve may be sticking. The valve should be flushed with air to
remove any foreign material that could be lodged in the poppet valve seat.

Also the exhaust bypass valve may be stuck open when the engine is
running. To be sure of this, remove the inspection plug in the bypass
valve housing. If gases are bypassing the valve, repair or replace the
valve assembly.

Engine surges -- When this occurs, more than likely there is air In the
fuel, and the fuel system should be bled.
Engine Shuts Down and Will Not Start Without Bleeding the Fuel System

--

Again this condition may be caused by air in the fuel. May be there is a
leaking or broken fuel supply line to the transfer pump.

It's possible that the fuel filter may be plugged. If so, replace the elements.
There may also be an obstruction in the fuel supply line, or the line may
be shut-off or only partly open.
- 16 -
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Turbocharger Impeller Fails -- If impeller fails, the fault could have been
in either the control system or in the turbocharger itself. It is necessary
to check out the control system. Look for 'the possibility of the pressure
ratio control valve being stuck in the CLOSED position or for improper
adjustment of the control (wrong pressure ratio setting). Since this last
check cannot be made .on the engine, it is wise to check the pressure
ratio control setting, unless a fault is definitely, found in the turbocharger.
Also the low air pressure pickup line may be broken, which would cause
overspeeding (only if the air cleaners were clogged). In this' case replace
the line and clean the air cleaners.
Alternate Checks -- The following are some checks that can be made to
determine if the pressure ratio control assembly is operating properly.

1. With the engine stopped, remove the inspection plug in
the bypass valve housing and look up with an inspection.
mirror. The exhaust bypass valve should be closed.
Start the engine and run' at idle speed. Use a mirroei
and again look at the bypass valve. The exhaust by-'
pass valve should still be closed. If it is not closed,
replace-the control and repeat the check. If the valve
bypass is not closed on the second test, check the
pneumatic lines from the turbocharger compressor
inlet and compressor outlet by forcing air through
them.

2. If the engine surges, bill; the control seems to be
operating properly when it was checked off the
engine; examine the turbocharger compressor
outlet line connection for leaks.
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II -- REAR END SUSPENSION
SECTION A

--

PURPOSE OF VEHICLE SUSPENSION

The main purpose of a vehicle suspension system is to: (1), support the
weight, (2) attach the axles to the frame in proper alignment, (3) absorb
brake reactive forces, (.4) provide, a means for the operator to, steer.
(front only), and (5) provide for the absorption of road shocks.
This brief explanation of vehicle suspension will be centered around the
rear end. Later we will go into much greater detail on both front and rear.

SECTION B

--

TANDEM DRIVE AXLE SUSPENSION

Figure 16 shows a typical rear axle suspension system. This particular
type systeni is called a semi:-thrust block type spring mounting.
The tandem drive axles are mounted with semi-elliptical springs (4) and
torque rods (8). The ends of each spring are securely clamped to the
spring seats (6) which 'are pinned to the banjo hkiasings (9). With this
type mounting, the spring is also serving as torque rods used on the
slipper end type spring mounting.

The center of each spring is clamped to the spring carrier (3) which is
mounted in bushings in the
frame and bogie plate. The
ends of the spring carrier
..400101
are free to turn in the
M$

II DOLTS

&XL,

INACIMI

*aft

bushing.
WENS CLAIM

One end of each torque rod
is pinned to a bogie plate
while the opposite end is

Fig. 16
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Leaf spring attached to rear axle
of vehicle.

AM 1 21

attached to an anchor plate welded on the axle housing. This type of
mounting allows the drive axle.; to rise and fall and to oscillate. The
rear axle may rise while the front axle goes down or vice versa, to allow
for varying road conditions. However, the axles cannot twist or move
sideways; their motion is restricted to either up or down movement.
WALKING BEAMS

On some off-highway equipment, it is feasible to
replace the springs (Figure 16): with what are known as :walking beams.
The walking beam.. is a solid piece of steel much the same shape as a
layer of. springs. The beam ties the two 'axles :together in a tandem, and
rotates -in .a vertical plane on a bushed pin attached to the frame ,bracket.
.

Reliability and less maintenance warrant using the walking beam in place
of the springs. In addition more weight can be carried using this type
of system.

SECTION C -- COMPRESSED NITROGEN CYLINDER SUSPENSION
SYSTEM

Another type of suspension also used on very heavy off-highway equipment
is the piston cylinder arrangement using compressed nitrogen.. One such
vehicle is the Le Tourneau-Westinghouse haulpak -120A rear dump hauler.

The big rear axle supports a piston which operates inside a frame-mounted
cylinder. The cylinders' chambers support the load on compressed
nitrogen gas, see Figure 17. The upper piston is normally kept in place
by the pressure in the. upper. chamber. The lower pl.ston and rod travel
in the cylinderriS dependentupon the load imposed. Whenever the main
piston moves 'upward far enough to generate a pressure greater than that
of the lower chamber, the inside piston reacts, thus providing .a dual. rate.

-

19
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Pig. 17,

Nitrogen suspension cylinoer.
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Donaclone dual dry filter
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The above illustrates the direct mounting of a Donald-

son Air Cleaner Service Gauge to the air cleaner.

Plate II

Restriction indicator service gauge
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In this lesson we will review some of the information previously covered on air intake and exhaust
sygtemp, lnolpdingtprboehergers, and add some
new information, to help you to better understand
the principles involved..

MAINTAINING THE AIR INTAKE AND EXHAUST SYSTEMS
CATERPILLAR DIESEL ENGINE

Haman Engineering
Institute .

Press A /

121D

AM
8-18-$6

The information covered in this section is on
CATERPILLAR Diesel Engines, hereafter referred
to as "Cat".

Minn. State DepL.: of Ed.
Vocational Education.

Press A 2

Check to be sure that timer is OFF
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Turbocharged Cat engines use the same basic principle as most diesel engines. One of the major differences is in the method of controlling the turbocharger speed, air pressure and volume, that will
be covered later in this section.

Basically, all diesel engine air systems are similar,
and Cat engines are no exception. The air system
serves to: filter the air, furnish adequate air needed
for combustion, furnish additional air for scavenging
(on two cycle engines) and to furnish air for turbocharged engines.

Why does the turbocharger need' a speed limiting device?
If allowed to run unchecked, it would cause
the engine to overspeed and fly apart.
B. If allowed to run unchecked, the turbocharger
itself may fly apart.
C. The excessive pressure, built up in the
intake manifold might crack the manifold,
or worse yet, it may cause the engine to
overheat.
A.

Cat, engines are of the four cycle type using the
naturally aspirated principle, except some engines
are equipped with turbochargers. Turbocharged
engines usually have two intake and two exhaust valves
for each cylinder to aid engine breathing and incorporate
the usual intake and exhaust manifolds.

Press A

3

1.

OK. If the turbocharger was allowed to run
unchecked it might fly apart at excessively high
speed.

No. You are incorrect.
If the turbocharger is allowed to run unchecked,
it might fly apart.

What effect does the "air pressure ratio control
regulator" have on the speed of the Cat turbocharger?

The governor still controls the fuel to the engine,
which in turn controls the engine speed, and the
excessive pressure in the intake manifold would
never reach a pressure high enough to crack
the manifold or cause the engine to overheat.

6

A.

None

6

B.

It regulates the starting air pressure.

7 C.

It regulates the air pressure, volume,
and the speed of the turbocharger.

Press A
000 Miseselm,

OK. The "air pressure ratio control regulator" is
almost self explanatory: It does just what it says, and
also controls the turbocharger speed. The regulator
No. 'The air pressure ratio control regulator
controls the air pressure, volume, and the
speed of the turbocharger. It has nothing to
do with the starting air,

control valve maintains the desired ratio between the
turbocharger inlet air pressure and turbocharger compressor outlet pressure throughout the normal operating
range of the engine,
How is the turbocharger speed controlled?
A.

Press A 7

Similar to a speed limiting governor on an

engine.
B. After a predetermined (pre-set) speed, a
set of two .rubbing blocks come into contact

9 C.

with the shaft area and slow the rotor to a
safe speed.
The control mechanism limits the volume of
exhaust gases passing through the turbocharger.
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OK. The control mechanism simply directs
some of the exhaust gases through the turbocharger,
and some of the exhaust gases are directed around
(bypass) the turbocharger.

No. The control mechanism limits the volume
of exhaust gases passing through the turbocharger,
which in turn limits the speed. To slow the turbocharger and reduce the pressure boost, exhaust
gases are directed around the turbocharger and then
pass through the exhaust bypass tube to the exhaust

Cummins engines are equipped with an "aneroid"
valve, which controls the speed of the turbocharger
by governing the fuel supply to the engine. The
volume of exhaust gases from Cummins engines is
controlled by the amount of fuel burned in the engine,
in turn controlling the speed of the turbocharger.

elbow.

Press A /

Press A 19
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As the engine starts, the flow of exhaust gases from
the exhaust manifold is directed to the turbine wheel
in the turbocharger. The exhaust bypass valve is
closed at this time.

You have missed Lie or more of the questions
at this point and should have an opportunity for
review.. Take your time and read the information
over carefully.

The power that drives the turbine wheel, which in
turn drives the impeller, is obtained from the velocity
and expansion of the

Press A

7 A.
3 B.

-Z

C.

incoming air
exhaust gases

pressure ratio control system

2

2
O.

OK. As more fuel is injected into the Cat engine (fuelair mixture), more energy is passed on to the exhaust
gases. The turbine wheel speed is increased, and the
impeller speed is increased the same amount (common
shaft). Inlet manifold pressure increases in turn,
forcing more air into the cylinders to support combustion
for more fuel. This process allows more horsepower
to be developed by the addition of the turbocharger,

No. The power that drives the turbine rotor
and impeller is not from the intake air or the
pressure ratio control system. It is from the
flow of exhaust gases from the exhaust manifold.

Press A I

3

Press A 14.
2
9

No. The turbocharger speed is controlled by the
pressure ratio control system, but it must get up to
a pre-determined (pre-set) speed before it starts to
govern the turbocharger speed, and light or no load
on the engine has little or no effect on the speed
of the turbocharger, We can correctly say, "as
engine speed increases, so will turbocharger speed
increase, ' to the pre-determined speed setting.

What effect, if any, will an increase in engine
speed have on the turbocharger?
A. None whatsoever; the turbocharger speed

is controlled by the pressure ratio control
system.
B. As engine speed increases, so will the
turbocharger, to a pre-set point.
/...5"- C. Turbocharger speed will depend entirely

.

As was mentioned before, the pressure ratio control
valve simply directs some of the exhaust gases
through the turbocharger and some around it.

on the load on the engine.

Press. A
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The pressure ratio control system uses a pneumatically
(air) operated pressure ratio control regulator to maintain the desired ratio between the turbocharger inlet air
pressure and turbocharger compressor outlet pressure
throughout the normal operating range of the engine.

,

,OK. The effect of increased engine speed has
a definite effect on turbocharger speed, until
the intake manifold pressure retches a predetermined value. At this pre-determined setting
the pressure ratio control valve starts to bypass
some of the exhaust gases around the turbocharger,
and in turn governs its speed.

The ,control mechanism maintains the ratio by limiting
the volume of khaust gases passing through the turbocharger turbine,which in turn controls the maximum speed
of the turbocharger compressor.
AEEI

What position would the pressure ratio control valve be
in during engine start?

It

Press A

I

1

I; A. Fully open. (Bypass)
1 9 B. Fully closed.

/5 C.

2

Half-open and half-closed.

2
anumpreamaisevill

4

,Utalmaiipaliallasilesseamo00000 es.aaellsms

OK. You are correct, the valve would be in the closed
position during engine start.

No. In the fully bypassed position (open); little or
no exhaust gases would go through the turbocharger
turbine and,instead of contributing to the output and
performance of the engine,the turbocharger would
create resistance and loss of power.

The turbocharger impeller turns as a result of the
exhaust gas velocity acting on the turbine wheel; the
result is a buildup of pressure in the inlet manifold,
which in turn is one of the forces acting on the pressure
ratio control valve. The other pressure acting on the
control valve is the inlet pressure, ahead of the impeller.
What effect, if any, would a restricted intake air system
(dirty air cleaner etc.) have on the engine?

The control valve would not be in the half-open position
either.. This would happen only during high speed and
heavy load conditions under normal conditions.

The Correct answer is: the pressure ratio control valve
would be in the fully closed position during engine start.
Read the questions carefully; take your time in selecting
an answer.

2 '0 A. None whatsoever.

2. 0

Press A

B. Loss of power and smoky exhaust.
C. Engine would tend to overspeed.

2
Sn

2/

ZV

OK. We have mentioned turbochargers and superchargers on other engine installations such as
Cummins. We have also mentioned the effects of
compressing the air above atmospheric pressure and
the increase in temperature from being compressed.
The Cat engine is no exception; it must have some
means of cooling the air from the turbocharger to
the engine. A water cooled heat exchanger, or
after-cooler is proviSed on Cat engines.

No. A restricted intake air system would definitely
have an-effect on the engine. The first noticeable
effect would be the smoky exhaust, due to insufficient air to support combustion, and the next
would be the. loss of power. It is very unlikely that
the engine. would overspeed.

Press A if

Press A

2

2
4

7 2No. The after-cooler is notlfor the purpose of running
the engine in hot weather, but contributes to efficient
operation of the engine in either cold or hot weather.
The hot air that is cooled by the after-cooler is more .
dense after cooling and more pounds of air can be packed
into the engine cylinders to support combustion of more
fuel and develop more horsepower. The warming of the
air in winter does contribute to the efficiency of the engine,
by warming the cold intake air.

What effect, besides cooling, does the aftercooler have on the air and the operation of the
engine?

2.3 A.
Z 3 B.

AllOWS the engine to be run in hotter
weather.

The cooled air is more dense and
more air can be packed into the engine.

Both: the warming in cold weather, and cooling in warm
weather, contribute to a more efficient (better combustion)
running engine.

2. LI/ C. The after-cooler acts as a heater in
cold weather and contributes to the
engine's efficiency, plus the information in "B".

Press A 2- Gr
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The Cat engine is unique compared to other engined
in that the Cat has a built-in cold weather starting aid.
An exhaust tube from the two cylinder gasoline (pony
engine) starting engine runs the entire length of the
intake manifold for the diesel engine. (See Unit AM 1-21
for *diagram). The hot gases from the pony engine
preheat the intake manifold of the diesel engine and
contribute to relatively easy starting in cold weather..

We have mentioned the effects of heat and cold,
as affected by the after-cooler and other cold'
weather starting aids. We haven't mentioned the
effects of altitude, and how the density of the air
changes at different levels of altitude. Some engine
manufacturers refer to their turbocharger as an
altitude compensator. It supposedly adjusts for the
change in altitude automatically.

Press A 2

Press A 2 (p

OK. It is true the after-cooler contributes to the
engine's efficiency in either cold or hot weather.

.
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How does the Cat engine turbocharger compensate
for the change in altitude?

No. The Cat engine turbocharger does compensate
for the changes in altitude, and without the aid of a
turbocharger the engine would suffer loss of horsepower as altitude increases.

27 A. The priority valve automatically changes

the direction of exhaust gas to the turbine
.rotor as altitude increases.
B. The air pressure ratio control regulator
allows less exhaust gases to pass through
the turbine rotor, and more to be bypassed
as altitude and load increases.
C. Altitude has no adverse effect on Cat engines
with or without turbochargers.

As altitude increases, the turbocharger turbine
rotor speed would also increase if some provisions
were not made to limit it, The nozzle, which directs
the hot gases onto the turbine blades, also affects
the turbocharger speed. The thin air at high altitudes
requires less energy to turn the rotor, and the nozzle
size determines how much force the exhaust gases
impart to the turbine.

g'
2-1

Press A 2- C

2

2

2 g'
OK. The maximum altitude at which the Cat engine can
be operated is specified on the altitude warning plate
located on the valve cover or instrument panel. Changes
to turbocharger, rack setting, or high idle speed should
be made onli by authorized personnel.

No. As we mentioned before, the rack setting,
or high idle speed, should be changed only by
authorized personnel. There is a definite requirement that this setting be in relation to the
altitude; otherwise the turbocharger may overspeed
along with the engine, causing damage to both.

What possible effect would changes in altitude have if
improper adjustments were made on high idle speed or

fuel rack setting?

02S3,A.

30

Cat engines equipped with turbochargers
would not be affected.
B. If the high idle speed or the rack setting
is greater than specified for the altitude at
which the engine is operated, serious damage
to the engine or turbocharger parts may result.

xe

Press A

3
3

3
4

OK. The answer given is correct, but it should be
remembered that any changes made should be stamped
on the altitude warning plate and should be 'made only
by authorized personnel.

You have missed one or more questions in this
section and you should have the opportunity to go
back for a review of the last,few frames. Read
the information over carefully and take your time
in selecting an answer.

Like any other carefully made equipment manufactured

with close tolerances, the turbocharger requires
periodic maintenance to provide maximum performance
and maximum service life. The maintenance can be
summed, up by one word --

3( A.

3 B.

34 C.

Press A /

.

carefulness
carelessness
cleanliness

3.
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OK. Cleanliness is correct,and it is simpleowith
a gallond7Wva r and a cup of low sudsing detergent.
Check the CaterpAllar,maintenance manual for this
proceddie.

The one word in this case is Cleanliness,
involving one gallon of water and a cup of
loW sudsing detergent. Check the Caterpillar'
maintenance manual for this cleaning procedUre.

The tuihochaiger ..rotating assembly, consisting of the
impeller, the turbine and their common shaft, is the

heart of the turbocharger. These parts are designed
and built to operate at extremely high speeds; 50,000
rpm often is encountered in normal operation. At
such high speeds, balance is of utmost importance.
A very slight unbalance shows up at high speeds as an
extremely great force trying to bend the shaft.

Press A 3 2--

Press A

3
0,,,s119

4
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As we have mentioned before, maintenance can be
summed up by one word rjeanliness. Cleanliness
begins with the diesel engine air cleaner. Dust and
dirt that would cause wear on the interior of the engine
would also be harmful to the turbocharger. Although
the air cleaner is efficient in removing dust and dirt
from the air that is taken into the engine, some dirt
may pass through the air cleaner screens and form a
thin deposit on the impeller. What effect if any would
the dirt deposits on the impeller have?

No. If the dirt deposits were uniform it would have
little affect on the dynamic balance of the rotating
assembly. But, if particles flake off, the rotating
assembly will run out of balance. This unbalance,
however small, will impose a terrific load on the
bearings at the speeds near 50,000 revs. .ions per
minute. Therefore, it is important that the deposits
be removed periodically, to keep the rotating assembly
in balance and prolong turbocharger life.

None:
..Vgl B. Slhw it down from turning the required speed.
,,,?0,5 C. It would cause an unbalanced condition.
A.

Press A

3.?

ow,'"

3,b
OK. It would definitely cause an unbalanced condition.

No. Cat turbochargers do not have their own
oil supplies -- due to the high probability of
being neglected, and they do not have sealed
bearings. Sealed bearings would tend to retain
the heat rather than get rid of it (dissipate it).
Cat turbochargers are lubricated from the engine
lubricating system.

Cleanliness of the lubricating oil also plays an important
part in turbocharger life. How are most Cat turbochargers lubricated?
3 (49 A. Cat turbochargers have their own oil

3 7 B.
3 (, C.

reservoir.
Cat turbochargers are lubricated from
the engine's crankcase.
Cat turbochargers have sealed bearings
that are packed at the factory and require

Press A 3

little maintenance.

7

3
4

OK. Cat turbochargers are lubricated from the
engine lubrication system.
Air Cleaners -- l&ch has been said about air cleaners
in past Units and films. Cat engines use basically the
same type as do GM and Cummins engines. There is
one air cleaner we haven't mentioned, that is rapidly
becoming more widely used than the conventional type.

This is the FARR square type air cleaner that has a
replaceable pleated paper type filter element. A unique
and very effective characteristic of this air cleaner
is the aspirator attachment that is optional equipment
on the two stage model.

Press A 3

37"
Figure 6 in Unit AM 1-21 shows the flow of air through

the filter. As air enters the pre-cleaner panel at a
fast pace, it is swirled rapidly by the fins located in the
face of the pre-cleaner. This spinning of the air by .
centrifugal force removes
of the dust
(1)
particles down to
(2)
to
(3)
micron size leaving all particles below that size to
trapped by the paper filters. (See Plate III).

:?; 9 A.

409 B.

? C.

(1) 60%
(1) 90%
(1) 50ck

(2) 90
(2) 5
(2) 25

(3) 100
(3) 10
(3) 40

DIDACTQR
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OK. The dust particles removed by spinning drop
into a dust bin where they are removed through a metal
flex hose into the aspirator and out with the exhaust.

No. The spinning of the air removes about
90 percent of the dust particles down to 5 to
10 micron size which is trapped in the filter
paper.

What princip19 is involved in drawing the dust particles
from the dust pan into the exhaust system?
A.

High back pressure.

142 B. Vacuum and venturi principle.
*Press A* 1+-1..)

Only the correct answer will move you to the next
frame.

4
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OK. The venturi principle is used to remove dust and
dirt particles from the dust pan.- A low pressure
(vacuum) area is created by. the exhaust gases .gOing
from a larger area to a small area, very !much like the
effect of the air. fuel mixture being draWn-into thelmanifold
of a gasoline engine, and creating a:low pressure area in
the venturi section of a carburetor....

No. You have missed one or more questions
in the past section and should have an opportunity
to go Wick for a review. Take your time, and
read the information carefully.
.

FARR and some other air cleaners have indicators to
indicate restriction caused by the progressive buildup of dirt and dust. They are usually referred to as
"air cleaner restriction service gauges".

Press A 3 2

Press A 43

There is little need to repeat the principles of operation
of the. Cat engine as compared to other engines. The
construction is the main difference, and some of the
unique changes made in recent years are worth mentioning. One such change is the valve rotor, Figure 11,
in Unit AM 1-21. This mechanism rotates the valve
approximately 3° each time the valve is opened.

Another device that is being used by several engine
manufacturers is the "Vacuator" sometimes called
the "Sneezer". The "vacuator" valve is made of
rubber and fits on a cylindrical steel dust and water
reservoir. Even though the dust pan is normally
under a slight vacuum when the engine is running,
pulsing of the vacuum opens and closes the valve,
expelling dust and water. The valve will also unload
when the engine is stopped.

Why are valve rotors installed on Cat engines?

44 51A. To prevent the valve from sticking in

the valve guide.
To prevent the valve from seating in
the same spot each time it opens and
preventing burning of valve disc.
C. Vaive rotation results in more uniform
valve head temperature plus "A & B".

yb B.

There are several different types of air cleaners,
some better than others. Check the service manual
for the type installed on the equipment you are servicing.

Press A 4..q
4
4

OK. The valve rotor is to prevent damage to the valve
and seat mechanism by having them seat at a different
spot each time the valve opens. Is it possible to determine if the valves are rotating during engine operation?

No. The valve rotor is installed in Cat engines
for more uniform valve-head temperature, to
prevent cylinder and combustion space deposits
from building up under the valve and seat and
burning the valve disc.

zi-7 A. R is not possible to determine if the valves

9-7 C.
Press A

it 6
4

are rotating due to the engine being covered,
It is possible to determine whether the valve.
is rotating by removing the valve cover and
watching the serrations on the top of the valve
spring retainer:
It makes little or no difference if you can
observe the valve stems, the rotation is so
fast you cannot see it anyway.
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OK. There are two camshafts on the "A" & "B" Series
Cat engines. The camshafts are side by side; see
Figure 14 in Unit AM 1-21.

No. To determine whether. a valve rotor is
operating, observe the serrations on top of
the valve springyetainer. If the serrations
do not rotate during operation, replace the valve
(rotor as a unit.

Press A

How are the double overhead camshafts driven on the
"A" and "B" series Cat engines?

if

A.

The camshafts in Cat "A" and "B" series
engines are driven by sprocket chains.
9 B. The camshafts are driven by phasing gears.
,5(:) C The exhaust camshaft is driven through the
cam drive shaft and the inlet is driven through
the cam phasing gears.

41-(
4

4
4

1111a.aawialusli

OK. Since there are no rocker arms or push rods,

the Cat engine has a unique way of adjusting the valve

lash (valve clearance). The valves are operated directly by the cam lobes on the Cat dual-overhead cam
engines. (See Figure 11 in Unit AM 1-21).

No. The exhaust camshaft is Connected to the
camshaft drive gear by the cam drive shaft. The
inlet camshaft is driven by the exhaust camshaft
through the phasing gears located at the front of
the camshaft assembly. No chains are used on
this application.

The valve lash (valve clearance) is adjusted with
A.

5Z. B.

Press A 510
. .

two half inch open end wrenches and a
thickness feeler gauge
one 42 phillips screwdriver and a feeler
gauge

(The correct answer must be chosen before moving
on to the next frame).

AC, 51

4

4

7C -7

3.

OK. Figures 11 and 12 in Unit AM 1-21 show
details of adjusting the compression release
and the valve lash (valve clearance). When is
the compression release normally used?

No. You have missed one or more questions
in this group and should have an opportunity for
a review. Read the questions ever carefully, and
take your time in selecting an answer.

5,3 A.

The compression release is nor-

mally used when stopping the engine.

5L/ B. The Compression release is normally
Press A

5:3

i(-9

used when starting the engine.
C. It is used only when working on the
engine, cranking it over by hand etc.

4
4

IL

5
No. The compression release is normally used
when starting the engine, to release the cylinder
compression pressure which allows the engine
to get up to a speed where starting would be
possible, without undue load on the cranking motor,
or starting engine.

OK. The compression release is used primarily
as a starting aid, and should never be used to
stop the engine, except in case of emergency, since

At times, the compression release is used when
working on the engine, but this is not its intended
purpose. The compression release should never
be used to stop the engine, except in case of
emergency, since damage to the engine may occur.

The compression release is also used to release
the compression pressure built up when cranking
the engine over by hand, but this was not its
intended purpose.

damage to the engine may occur.

Press A ..5-#
Press A

5
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It is not the intention of this Unit to get into the Cat
lubrication system. However, since this particular
valve involves the turbocharger and the intake and
exhaust system, it will be covered briefly.

No. The priority valve, as it is sometimes called, is
the turbocharger lubrication valve built into the base
of the lubricating oil filter. It allows the first bit of
lubricating oillthat is pumped to go directly to the turbocharger bearings, instead of through the cooler and
filter, as it normally does after the engine runs a few
minutes. The function of the priority valve is to
ensure lubrication to the bearings immediately, to
prevent possible damage to the turbocharger bearings.

Cat engines equipped with turbochargers have what is
called a "priority valve". The purpose of this valve

is to

show which lubrication strainer has priority
for use
show which fuel filter and strainer has
priority
neither of the above. It restricts the flow
of lubrication oil to other parts of the engine
until the turbocharger gets the proper amount
of lubrication upon starting

Press A

wudo.saarksise...g In. ....Ass es
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The main purpose of a vehicle suspension system is
to:
1.

No. The priority valve is used to ensure an
.
adequate oil supply to the turbocharger bearings
immediately after starting the engine. More will
be said about this valve in the lubrication section.

2.
S.

4.

5.

Press A

Support the weight.

Attach the axles to the frame in proper
alignment.

Absorb brake reactive forces.
Provide a means for the operator to
steer (front only).
Provide for the absorption of road shocks.

This brief explanation of vehicle suspension will be
centered around the rear end. Later, much greater
detail on both front and rear suspension systems will
be covered.

6.9r
5

The parts of suspension systems common to
most types of vehicles or equipment are axles,
springs (laminated and/or coil), torsion bars,
wheels and tracks. What new type of suspension
system is coming into use on many vehicles?

Press A

.!.)

?

5

No. We don't know of any such spring as
the rapid recovery or the ideal, but air
suspension systems are becoming more
popular, even on buses and heavy equipment.

The ideal spring system.
The rapid recovery spring.
Air suspension.

/

Press A

5

4

OK. Air suspension systems are coming into use
more and more. On some vehicles a few manufacturers have gone to a different type of suspension
system. One such vehicle is the Le Tourneau
Westinghouse Haulpak 120A rear dump hauler. What
type of suspension system does the above mentioned
vehicle use?

No. Compressed air bags are usPd on some
types of vehicles, but not as a suspension
system, for shock absorber and load leveler.
Compressed CO2 is not the gas used for its
cooling effect. The suspension system used
on the Haulpak 120A is the compressed nitrogen
gas piston/cylinder arrangentent.

2

A. Compressed air bag type.
Compressed nitrogen gas piston/cylinder
arrangement.
2.. C. Compressed CO2 for the cooling effect,
and piston/cylinder arrangement.

6 3 B.

Press A
5

(G,
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Co 3
OK. The compressed nitrogen gas piston/
cylinder arrangement is the system used on
the Haulpak 120A. See Figure 19, in Unit
AM 1-21 for details.

Press A
K

-

You have missed one or more of the last
few questions. Read this over again and
take your timein answering.

Press A

.142 g."(
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As promised, we will review some of the information
previously covered on air intake and exhaust systems.
In this section we will cover the Donaldson type air
cleaners, the different types and uses employed on
Cat and comparable equipment.
The Donaclone SDG series air cleaner is what type

air cleaner?

G-0, A. An oil bath type.
g B. A centrifugal type.

No, it is Ad an oil bath or just plain centrifugal
type. It is a dual all-dry centrifugal and paper
element type. It is particularly recommended
where heavy dust concentrations are encountered,
as on rock crushers, in asphalt plants, and on
crawler tractors and earth moving operations.

Press A (e,

C. A dual all-dry centrifugal and paper type.

6
6

OK. The Donaldson "Donaclone" employs a dual
dry system, combining a centrifugal cleaning stage
of high efficiency with a specially engineered paper
filter. See Plate I. The paper filter porosity is
closely controlled to remove particle, in the extremely low
fea st
trio

No. Not in the low dust or filtering
range, but in the low micron (small size)
range. This is acccmplished by use of the
Donaldson Duralife filter element.

filtering area
dust range
C. micron range
A.
B.

Press A

42

6
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OK. Low micron (small size) range is correct.
The Donaclone tube also plays an important part
in the filtering action of the filter assembly. The
"donaclone" tube is made of abrasion-resistant
nylon. Vanes at the top give a cyclonic twist to the
air, which throws dust particles to the outside. Clean
air at the center passes up through the aluminum
tube to the Duralife paper filter element for further
filtering. See Plate I.

Press A

The air cleaner should be inspected constantly for leaks.
A damaged air cleaner can seriously affect the performance and life of an engine. Some simple service .
steps are as follows:
1.

2.
3.

Watch all connections for mechanical tightness.
Be sure the cleaner outlet pipe is not fractured.
If cleaner has been dented or damaged, check
all connections immediately.
In case of leakage, and if adjustment does not

correct the trouble, replace parts as necessary.

Press A

te
6

7
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How can filter cartridge leaks be detected?
1

71

A. By removing a section of the intake

7,

dirt particles.
B. By taking samples of air as it leaves
the filter.

,

AM 1-21D

8-18-66

No. It may be impractical to remove the intake

manifold, and it may also be impractical to take
a sample ot air as it leaves the filter for analysis.
The best indications of leaks are dust concentration
areas on the clean side of the cartridge and light
shining through holes from inside of the filter
cartridge.

manifold and checking for dust and

noting areas of dust on the clean
c. By
side of cartridge, and light shinning

through holes when light is held inside
of cartridge.

Press A

6
11.1111.1411.6161"

6

SO

2OK. It is recommended by the manufacturer that

No. T" filter should be serviced long before
the engine starts to smoke excessively. One of

the paper filter element, (duralife) can be washed
in a solution of water and cleaning detergent.
According to the FARR company, however, their
filter element is designed for one service period
only. What is one of the best methods of determining
when the filter elements need attention?

7 3 A.

73 B.
7 y c.

the best methods, of determining when the filter
needs attention is by a filter serv.L..e indicator.
This indicator shows the change in air restriction

as dirt deposits build up in the filter. As the
filter restriction increases, the signal rises within
the indicator. When the preset maximum is reached,

Visual inspection of the element.
Engine starting to smoke because of

the increase in air intake restriction.
A filter service indicator or filter
service gauge.

the signal locks in full view to indicate the need for
service.

Press A 74/

6

fn

OK. The filter service indicator is one of the
best ways of determining when a filter needs
attention before something serious happens to
the engine. (See Plate II).
That completes this film. More information will
be covered on these subjects in later sections.

Please press the REWIND button.
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INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE

Maintaining The Air System -Caterpillar Diesel Engine
H -- Understanding Rear End Suspension

Title of Unit: I

AM 1-21

8/9/66

OBJECTIVES:

1. To ; introduce one of the four flows (air) of the caterpillar
engine to,the student.
2. To point out the differences of the CAT engine's air system
in relation to.GM and Cummins.
3. To give the student a brief description of rear end

suspension structure.

LEARNING AIDS suggested:

Vu-Graph Cells:
AM 1-21 (1) Turbocharged Engine Air System
AM 141 (2) 'Pressure-Ratio Regulator, Valve Closed
AM 1-21 (3) Pressure Ratio Regulator, Valve Open
AM :1=2,1 (4) Conventional Cat Engine
AM 1 21 (5) Series A and B Cat Engine
AM 1-21 (6) Valve Adjustment
AM 1-21 (7) Valve Rotator
,

Models.:

Any models of the CAT air system components:you can: bring
:to class .is :most helpful. Possibly. the nearest CAT distributor
.can ,supply, cutaways etc.

QUESTIONS FOR. DISCUSSION AND GROUP PARTICIPATION:

.

1. Are CAT engines two cycle or .four cycle ?
2. How many intake and.exhaust valves :does.a.P340T (824 and 988
machines). six cylinder CAT engine have ?
3. How is 'the speed .of the :turbocharger controlled? Is At automatic?
Explain
4. What is the purpose :of. having a turbocharger /
5. ,What is the purpose -of having,an aftercooler on turbocharged.engines?

"IV

41or

Instructor's Guide for AM 1 21
page two

Questions for Discussion and Group Participation cont'd

6. How does the built-in starting aid work on a Cat engine ?
7. How does the aspirator work on the FARR air cleaner?
8. What is the venturi principle? Give some examples of
this principle.
9. What effect does the priority valve have on the turbocharger?
10. What is a valve rotator ?
11. How can you determine if the valve rotators are operating ?
12 How many valve rotators are there on a six cylinder CAT epgine?

4

